Abstract: This paper presents a fully automated object extraction system for web documents. Our methodology consists of a layered framework and a set of algorithms. A distinct feature of our approach is the full automation of both the extraction of data object regions from dynamic web pages and the identification of the correct object-boundary separators. We implemented the methodology in the XWRAPElite object extraction system and evaluated the system using more than 3200 pages over 75 diverse websites. Our experiments show three important and interesting results: First, our algorithms for identifying the minimal object-rich subtree achieves a 96% success rate over all the web pages we have tested. Second, our algorithms for discovering and extracting object separator tags reach the success rate of 95%. Most significantly, the overall system achieves a precision between 96% and 100% (it returns only correct objects) and excellent recall (between 95% and 96%, with very few significant objects left out). The minimal subtree extraction algorithms and the object-boundary identification algorithms are fast, about 87 milliseconds per page with an average page size of 30KB.
Introduction
The exponential growth of information accessible through the World Wide Web makes the web an increasingly important source of information. Search engines have become ubiquitous tools for accessing and finding information on the web. Not surprisingly, the explosive growth of the web has also made information search and extraction a harder problem than ever to solve. Publicly indexable web (static pages) continue to grow at an astonishing speed. Google now claims to index about eight billion pages. No search engine indexes more than one-sixth of the indexable web. To make matters even worse, not only the number of static web pages increases by approximately 15% per month, the number of dynamic pages generated by programmes (i.e., the web pages behind the forms) has also been growing exponentially. The huge and rapidly growing number of dynamic pages forms an invisible web, out of the reach of search engines.
To address the search problem over dynamic pages, several domain-specific information integration portal services have emerged, such as Excite's Jango and cnet.com. These integration services offer uniform access to heterogeneous collections of dynamic pages using wrappers , programmes that encode semantic knowledge about specific content structures of websites, and use such knowledge to aid object extraction from those sites. The current generation of wrappers have been developed and maintained by semi-automatic wrapper generation systems Adelberg, 1998; Ashish and Knoblock, 1997; Kushmerick et al., 1997; Hammer et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2000; Sahuguet and Azavant, 1999) . Wrappers generated semi-automatically often encode programmers' understanding of specific content structure of the web pages to guide the object extraction process. Manually encoding the programmer's understanding of the web pages as extraction markers has two detrimental drawbacks. First, it makes the extraction program extremely vulnerable to any changes in the specific text and content structure used as extraction markers. Second, semi-automated extraction methods are inherently difficult to scale up to the rapid growth of the web; the amount of manpower required for encoding semantics of every existing or new website to perform extraction can be huge and unmanageable. In addition, the maintenance of semi-automatically generated wrappers for frequently changing websites turns out to be labour intensive and error-prone. Consequently, most of the information integration services based on wrappers (e.g., Excite Jango and cnet.com) have serious limitations on the breadth and depth of their coverage (i.e., the number of sites and information accessible from each site). They have a hard time effectively incorporating additional or new content providers into their existing integration framework. In addition, they need significant manpower to make sure that the working wrappers can keep up with the evolutionary changes of the corresponding websites.
In analogy to search engines that fully automate the crawling of static web pages, we argue that one way to achieve the robustness and scalability required for internet-scale information integration service is to employ a fully automated approach to extracting objects from dynamic web pages. By full automation, we mean that the object extraction algorithms should be designed independently of the presentation features of the web pages. Thus objects of interest can be extracted from dynamic web pages without embedding any programmers' semantic knowledge of the pages, such as the specific ways in which objects are laid out or the specific locations where the navigational links and information on advertisements are placed in the web pages.
Fully automated object extraction is possible because of the following empirically observed regular patterns in dynamic pages. Dynamic web pages typically consist of three different types of presentation regions:
1 The data object region, which presents the primary content provided by the content provider. We sometimes also refer to this object region as the primary content region. For instance, Amazon.com's online bookstore website will display the book objects returned from a search request in such a primary content region.
2 The advertisement region, which presents the information about other products offered by the content provider or about related products offered by other companies.
3 The navigational region, which presents a collection of navigational links, offering convenience for surfers to jump to other websites provided by the same content provider (such as Amazon's music site and Amazon's software site).
Therefore, the problem of automatically extracting objects from a web page should be addressed in two phases. First, one needs to develop methods that can automatically locate the primary content region (the data object region) in any given web page. Then, one needs to have effective mechanisms that can correctly identify the object boundaries within the primary content region. With these baselines in mind, we propose a fully automated approach to extracting objects from dynamic web pages. In this paper, we present a methodology for automating the object extraction process and a set of experiments that show the viability of the proposed methodology. Our methodology has two distinct features. First, it models web pages using tag trees and uses a set of subtree identification algorithms to locate the smallest subtree in a page which contains all the objects of interest (e.g., by ignoring advertisements). Second, it employs a set of object separator identification algorithms to find the correct object separator tags that can effectively separate objects. Both steps are fully automated. The subtree identification stage considerably reduces the number of possibilities considered in the object separator discovery stage. We implemented the methodology in a prototype system called XWRAPElite. The XWRAPElite system has been tested in over 500 websites by both end users and a multi-page wrapper code generator XWRAPComposer, built on top of XWRAPElite (Georgia Institute of Technology, 2000) . Our algorithms for minimal subtree identification and correct object-separator discovery are fast. The entire process is O(n), where n is the size (length in characters) of an input web page. Our approach for extracting objects from dynamic web pages is effective. We conducted a series of experiments in more than 3200 web pages from 75 popular websites. The results were consistent and satisfying, attaining recall ratio of 95% and precision ratios of 96% on all the sites we examined.
Before explaining the details of our approach, we would like to note that a fully automated approach to information extraction from web pages is just one of the big challenges in building a scalable and reliable information search and aggregation service for the web. Other important problems include resolving semantic heterogeneity among different content providers, efficient query planning and fusion for gathering and integrating the requested information from different websites and intelligent caching of retrieved data. The focus of this paper is solely on automated information extraction from dynamically generated web pages.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. We introduce the basic terminology in Section 2. Section 3 presents an overview of our object extraction methodology. Then we describe the algorithms for object-rich subtree identification in Section 4. Section 5 describes the object separator discovery algorithms. Section 6 reports the experiments and demonstrates the validity and effectiveness of our object extraction approach through an analysis of our experimental results. Section 8 discusses the related work and shows the quantitative analysis of our approach. We conclude the paper with a discussion on related work in Section 8 and a summary in Section 9.
The reference document object model
The reference document object model defines the logical structure of well-formed web pages and the way such a page is accessed and manipulated. We use the W3C Document Object Model (DOM) (W3C, 2000) as the basis for our reference Document Object Model. In addition to the set of core interfaces denned in W3C DOM for creating and manipulating web pages, we provide a formal definition of a number of concepts that are used in formulating our object extraction methodology. The web pages considered in the rest of the paper are HTML pages. XML pages (W3C, 1998) can be seen as a special case by our object extraction algorithms.
Well-formed web page
A web page consists of text and tags. A tag is marked by a tag name and an optional list of tag attributes enclosed in a pair of opening and closing brackets '<' and '>'. Text is a sequence of characters in between two tags. By HTML (Pemberton et al., 2000) specification standards, tags in a well-formed web page appear in pairs. A tag whose name does not start with a forward slash (i.e., '/') is called a start tag; otherwise it is called an end tag and the name of an end tag is the name of its corresponding start tag proceeded by '/'. Pages that are not well formed can be converted into well-formed pages. We refer to such a transformation as page normalisation.
Tree representation of web pages
A well-formed web page can be modelled as a tag tree. All the internal nodes of a tag tree are tag nodes and all leaf nodes are content nodes (numbers, strings or other data types such as encoded MIME types). A tag node denotes the part of the web page identified by a start tag and its corresponding end tag and all characters in between. A tag node is labelled by the name of the start tag. A leaf node denotes the content data (text) between a start tag and its corresponding end tag or between an end tag and the next start tag in a web page. A leaf node is labelled by its content. An example tag node in an HTML page is <title> Home Page </title>, where <title> is the name of the tag node and the text string Home Page is a leaf node.
Definition 1 (tag tree)
A tag tree of a page D is defined as a directed tree T = (V, E) where V = V Τ ∪ V C , V Τ is a finite set of tag nodes and V C is a finite set of content nodes; E ⊂ (V × V), representing the directed edges. T satisfies the following conditions:
For any node u ∈ V, we use the predicate nodeName(u) to refer to the tag name of the tag node u or the content data of the content node. We use the predicate parent(u) to refer to the parent node of u. parent(u) = {w|w ∈ V, (w, u) ∈ E}. The root node of a tree T is the only node which does not have a parent node. Similarly, for any node u ∈ V, we use children(u) to refer to the set of child nodes of u. children(u) = {w|w ∈ V, (u, w) ∈ E}. A node w is a child node of u if and only if there exists an edge (u, w) ∈ E. When two nodes u and v have the same parent node, we say they are siblings. We use siblings(u) to denote the set of sibling nodes of it. siblings(u) = {w|w £ V, parent(w) = parent(u)}.
Definition 2 (path: ⇒*)
Let T = (V, E) be the tag tree for a web page D. There is a path from node u ∈ V to node v ∈ V, denoted by u ⇒* v, if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: u' ≠ u and u' ≠ v, s.t. u ⇒* u' and u' ⇒* v. If it ⇒* v, then it is called an ancestor of v and we say that node v is reachable from node u.
There is a path from the root node to every other node in the tree. For a given node, the path expression from the root of the tree to the node can uniquely identify the node. Therefore, in subsequent sections we sometimes use such a path expression to refer to the node. Consider the tag tree in Figure 1 . The root node has the node name html, and body is the node name of a child node of html. The path from the root node html to the title node goes through the head node. It can be expressed as html ⇒* title. An alternative method to represent a path is to use XPath notation (W3C, 1999) . For example, the expression html/head/title can also be used to describe the path from the html node to the title node in Figure 1 . Whenever a node has siblings of the same tag name (such as the hr node in Figure 1 ), we use the Xpath convention to avoid ambiguity. For instance, the path expression html/body/hr [l] denotes the path from the html node to the first hr child node of body. The numerical number in the square bracket immediately following the node name denotes the appearance order of a node in the tag tree if it has siblings of the same node name. Let T = (V, E) be the tag tree for a web page D, and T' = (V', E') is called a subtree of T anchored at node u, denoted by subtree (u) (u ∈ V'), if and only if the following conditions hold:
For a tag tree T = (V, E), the total number of subtrees is |V|. We call a subtree anchored at node u a minimal subtree with property P, if it is the smallest subtree that has the property P, namely, there is no other subtree, say subtree(w), w ∈ V, which satisfies both the property P and the condition u ⇒* w (u is an ancestor of w). Let T = (V, E) be the tag tree for a web page, and subtree(w) = (V', E') be a subtree of T anchored at node u. We call subtree(u) a minimal subtree with property P, denoted by subtree(w, P), if and only if ∀v ∈ V, v ≠ u. If subtree(v) has the property P, then v ⇒* u holds.
Consider Figure 1 . There are two subtrees that contain all of the hr nodes, the subtree anchored at html and the subtree anchored at body. The subtree anchored at body is the minimal subtree that contains all of the hr nodes.
In addition to the notions of subtree and minimal subtree, the following concepts are used frequently in the subsequent sections to describe our object extraction algorithms:
For any node u ∈ V, we use fanout(u) to denote the cardinality of the set of children
• nodeSize (u) For any node u ∈ V, if u ∈ V C , i.e., u is a leaf node, then nodeSize(u) denotes the content size in bytes of node u. Otherwise, u is a tag node, i.e., u ∈ V T and fanout(u) > 0. We define nodeSize(u) to be the sum of the node sizes of all the leaf nodes reachable from node u, i.e., nodeSize (u 
.
For any node u ∈ V, we define the size of the subtree anchored at node u, denoted by subtreeSize(u), to be the node size of u, i.e., subtreeSize(u) = nodeSize(u).
• tagCount (u) For any node u ∈ V, if u ∈ V C is a leaf node, then tagCount(u) = 0. Otherwise, u ∈ V T is a tag node and tagCount (u) 
refers to the total number of tag nodes of which u is an ancestor.
• largestChildNode (u) For any node u ∈ V T , we define the largest child node of u to be the child node that has the largest size. More precisely, largestChildNode(u 
• appearanceCount (u, v) For any node u, v ∈ V, v ∈ children(u), we define the appearance count of the child node v to be the number of times that a node named nodeName(v) appears as the child node of u, i.e., appearanceCount (u, v 
• HACC (u) For any node u ∈ V T , HACC(u) denotes the highest appearance count of the child node of u. We define HACC(u) to be the highest number of times a single tag name appears as a child of u. That is, HACC(u) = appearanceCount (u, w) , where the node w ∈ children(u) satisfies that ∀v ∈ children (u),v ≠ w, appearanceCount(u,v) ≤ appearanceCount(u, w) .
Consider the tag tree in Figure 1 : fanout(html) = 2, fanout(body) = 67, tagCount(head) = 2, tagCount(body) = 77, AppearenceCount(body,pre) = 20, AppearenceCount(body,hr) = 21, and HACC(body) = 21. Both tag a and tag hr appear 21 times, and are considered the highest appearance child node of body.
Methodology: an overview
We model the process of extracting objects from web pages as a four-step automated process. First, we convert the text of a web page into a tree structure, based on the HTML tags. Second, we locate the primary content region (the data object region) in the generated web page. Then we develop mechanisms to correctly identify object boundaries within the primary content region. Finally, we use the information gathered in locating the primary content region and identifying the object separator tag to split the content region into textual objects.
In the rest of the paper we discuss our object extraction methodology by introducing object-rich subtree identification algorithms, object separator discovery algorithms, and an object construction technique. We validate the effectiveness of our algorithms by measuring the success rates of each algorithm, as well as the full end-to-end process of generating objects, through several experiments. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the four phases and the tasks to be performed in each phase. Step 1 Preparing a web page for extraction This step prepares the web page for extraction. It takes a URL from an end user or an application, and performs three tasks: First, the web page specified by the URL will be fetched from a remote site. Second, the fetched page will be cleaned using a syntactic normalisation algorithm, which transforms the given web page into a well-formed web Step 4 Step 3 Step 2 Step 1 page. Third, the well-formed web page will be converted into a tag tree representation based on the nested structure of start and end tags. The tag tree construction algorithm is omitted here owing to space restriction.
Step 2 Object-rich subtree identification
After locating a web page P, the next step is to identify which part of the page is the primary content region. Let T be the tag tree of the page P. The task of locating the primary content region of P can then be reduced to the problem of locating the minimal subtree of T, which contains all the objects of primary interest. We call this task the Object-rich minimal subtree identification. By examining various dynamic web pages and their tag trees, one can indubitably observe that the minimal subtree of a page that contains all the data objects of interest is often the subtree that has the largest content size, or the largest tag count, or the highest fanout. Therefore, an effective way to choose the correct subtree of a given web page is to compare the fanout, the content size, and the tag count of all subtrees in that web page. Based on these observations, we develop three individual algorithms in terms of the content size, the tag count, or the fanout of subtrees, respectively (see Section 4 for further detail). Each of the three algorithms can successfully identify the correct subtree in some web pages but fails in other web pages, depending on the types of presentation design of the web pages. Put differently, some types of web pages have their primary content regions embedded in the highest fanout subtree, whereas others may have their primary content regions embedded in the largest size subtree or largest tag-count subtree. As a result, each algorithm may identify a different subtree as the minimal subtree of a given web page. To resolve the disagreement, we let each algorithm produce a ranked list of subtrees and then provide a method to combine them. The combined algorithm compares the three ranked lists and chooses the subtree that has not only a higher fanout but also larger content size and larger tag count.
Step 3 Object separator discovery
Once the primary content region (i.e., the minimal subtree that contains the data objects of interest) is found, the next step is to decide how to separate data objects from each other, and from any other information in the primary content region. We refer to this task as the Object separator discovery. A main challenge of the object separator discovery is developing practical methods that can fully automate the process of identifying the correct object separator tags. Such object separator tags will then be used in Step 4 to effectively separate objects in the primary content region and extract the objects of interest. By examining a large number of web pages, we observe that object separator tags often have a number of interesting properties. First, the tag that serves as the object-boundary separator in a web page appears at least the same number of times as the number of objects the page contains. Thus, such object separators can be derived using tag count, sibling tag counts, repeating tag pattern counts, and partial path counts. For example, multiple occurrences of an object separator tag often share the same partial path; thus the appearance count of the partial path can be relatively high. We also observed that the number of times that the object separator tag and its immediate siblings co-appear is relatively high compared with the appearance count of other sibling pairs (see Section 5 for more detail). Second, there are a number of tags that are frequently used to identify the object boundaries in various types of content structure of HTML pages. For example, the paragraph separator tag p for paragraph structure, the table row separator tr for table structure, and the list item separator li. To capture these observations, we have designed a set of individual algorithms, each of which independently produces a ranked list of object separators based on tag appearance counts, standard derivation, identifiable tags, partial path count or sibling count. We also developed a mechanism to combine these independent algorithms into a methodical approach to object separator discovery. We have measured the performance of all the five algorithms in more than 3200 pages from 75 websites. The results show that each of the algorithms performs well for some types of web pages but fails on others. However, the combined algorithm outperforms all individual algorithms for all the websites we examined (see Section 6 for more detail).
Step
Extracting objects of interest from a page
This step consists of two tasks: Candidate Object Construction and Object Extraction Refinement. Candidate Object Construction is the process of extracting objects from the raw text data of the web page using the object separator tag identified in
Step 3. While in many cases a candidate object is the entire fragment of the page occurring between two separator tags, there are times when a separator tag is also used inside an object, causing the object to be split into multiple pieces. Object construction analyses the objects resulting from splitting the content region along the separator tags and determines if adjacent fragments should be combined into a single object. Object extraction refinement is the process of eliminating candidate objects that do not conform to the minimum set of structural properties satisfied by the majority of extracted objects. Concretely, in the process of constructing the objects, extraneous objects such as list headers or footers may occasionally be extracted. The first task of object extraction refinement is to derive a set of structural properties that are common for a majority of candidate objects. Then this set of properties will be used as the refinement criteria to prune the extraneous candidate objects. Those objects that are structurally not of the same type as the majority of extracted objects will be removed. Examples of extraneous objects are the objects that do not have a minimal set of tags which have appeared in many candidate objects, or objects that contain a large portion of unique tags, or objects that deviate significantly from the normal size common to most candidate objects.
In addition to the functional requirements, there are two nonfunctional requirements for designing object extraction algorithms for the web. First, we need to ensure that the algorithms developed for minimal subtree identification are robust with respect to a variety of web page changes, both in content structure and in presentation layout. Second, the algorithms should be able to perform extraction on the internet scale. Put differently, all extraction algorithms should scale to the vertical (more sophisticated) or horizontal (geographic coverage) growth of the web.
In the subsequent sections we focus on the methods developed for object-rich minimal subtree identification, as well as for object separator tag discovery. We evaluate the effectiveness of our methodology over more than 3200 web pages from 75 websites.
Algorithms for object-rich minimal subtree identification
The main task of the object-rich minimal subtree identification is to locate the minimal subtree from an arbitrary web page, which contains all the objects of similar structure in that page. The success rate of the minimal subtree identification algorithms is critical to the accuracy of the entire object extraction process. We have discussed the main ideas and motivation for object-rich minimal subtree identification algorithms in the previous section. In this section, we first describe in detail the three individual minimal subtree identification algorithms: the Highest Fanout (HF) algorithm, the Largest Tag Count (LTC) algorithm and the Largest Size Increase (LSI) algorithm. We also show that, for a given web page, the highest ranked subtree by one algorithm may not agree with the highest ranked subtree by another algorithm. In other words, each of the three algorithms may successfully identify the correct subtree in some web pages but fail in other web pages. Such disagreement happens not only on different websites but also on different web pages of the same website. The latter is primarily due to the fact that different search requests to the same website often result in different numbers of objects returned in a page. When the number of objects in the data object region is relatively small compared to the rest of the page, it is likely that one of the algorithms may fail in terms of fanout or tag count or size difference between the subtree and each individual object (also referred to as size increase in short). To resolve this type of disagreement, in this section we also introduce a combined algorithm. It compares fanout, tag count and size increase of all subtrees and chooses the minimal subtree that has higher fanout and larger tag count, as well as larger content size and size increase. Examples are provided throughout the discussion.
The Highest Fanout (HF) subtree identification algorithm
The HF identification algorithm is the simplest of the three. It ranks all nodes of a tag tree by their fanout and chooses the highest fanout node as the minimal subtree. This algorithm works well for web pages that have almost no advertisement or navigational regions. However, many dynamic websites today provide more than the search result objects. For example, most e-commerce sites want to provide brand-recognition as well as a consistent and highly evolved look -and feel for their websites. These web pages are likely to contain several navigational aids and other page elements that may not be directly related to the content of the query results. In such cases, the highest count algorithm does poorly.
Consider the web page and its tag tree in Figure 3 . The objects that we are interested in extracting from this sample web page are obviously the search results, namely the 12 news items marked by the 12 tables at the right side of the tree. Obviously, the correct minimal subtree is the subtree anchored at the tag node html/body/form [2] . However, by HF, the highest ranked subtree is the one anchored at the tag node html/body/form [2] Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. Another situation where the HF algorithm may fail is when the number of navigational links is larger than the maximum number of query results displayed on a single page. 
The Largest Tag Count (LTC) subtree identification algorithm
The LTC algorithm is motivated by the observations that data objects typically contain several markup tags and that a subtree of the highest fanout may not necessarily have the largest tag counts. Given a web page and its tag tree, the LTC algorithm produces a ranked list of object-rich subtrees in two steps. First, we rank all subtrees in ascending order by the total number of tags they have. Obviously, when comparing a subtree anchored at node u with another subtree anchored at an ancestor of u, the ancestor will always have more tags. Hence, in the second step we walk down the ranked list and reexamine those subtrees that have ancestor relationship. The subtree that has the highest appearance count of a child node tag will be ranked higher than the other subtree. Concretely, for each subtree, say T i , in the ranked list, we compare it with every other subtree, say T j , in the list. If T i ⇒* T j , i.e., they have an ancestor relationship, then we compute the highest appearance count of the child node for both T i and T j , i.e., HACC(T i ) and HACC(T j ). If HACC(T j ) > HACC(T i ), then T i and T j will exchange their ranking positions in the ranked list. Otherwise T i will be compared with the next subtree after T j in the ranked list. The process continues until all the subtrees have been reexamined. Recall the web page and its tag tree in Figure 3 . Compare the two subtrees html/body and html/body/form [2] in Figure 3 . The child tag form in the subtree html/body has the highest appearance count of two, whereas the child tag table in the subtree html/body/form [2] has the highest appearance count of 13. Therefore, LTC ranks the subtree html/body/form [2] higher than the subtree html/body. Table 1 lists the top five ranked subtrees obtained by HF and LTC separately. The LTC algorithm ranks the correct minimal subtree as its number one choice, whereas the HF algorithm fails.
The LTC algorithm implies that the more tags that are in a particular subtree, the more likely it will contain the data objects. However, there are cases in which the LTC algorithm fails. Typically, LTC fails when there is a node that has the largest tag count but is not on the same tree branch as the correct minimal subtree. LTC also fails when there is a node on the same branch as the minimal subtree, which has a child node that has a higher appearance count than any of the children nodes of the correct minimal subtree. Consider the web page from the nbci website shown in Figure 4 and its tag tree in Figure 5 . html/body/blockquote is the correct minimal subtree, which contains only the ten search results. However, by LTC, the node html/body is the highest ranked subtree. LTC fails in this case because there exists a child node in html/body, which has a higher appearance count of 13 than any of the children nodes of the correct subtree html/body/blockquote (see Table 3 and Table 4 ). Table 3 Comparing HF, LSI, and LTC on nbci.com tag tree in Figure 6 Rank HF LSI LTC 
The Largest Size Increase (LSI) subtree identification algorithm
The LSI algorithm takes a tag tree of an arbitrary web page and ranks all of its subtrees in two consecutive steps. First, it ranks all subtrees by their content size in bytes. Since an ancestor of a node will always have a larger content size, in the second step we reexamine the ranking order between ancestors and their descendants, and rerank ancestor/descendant pairs by the difference between their subtree size and the size of their largest child node. LSI promotes the fact that the greater the difference, the more likely the subtree is the minimal subtree. Recall the web page in Figure 4 and its tag tree in Figure 5 . By LSI, the highest ranked subtree is html/body/blockquote. It is the minimal subtree that contains all the news objects in the page. However, both LTC and HF fail in this example. Table 3 shows the top four ranked subtrees by HF, LTC and LSI. The statistics we use to determine the LSI rankings are given in Table 4 and Table 5 . table   br   input   table   table   script   td   table   p  small   table   table   td  td   font   table   img  a   font   iframe   table   font table tr  td   table   table   br   small   br   table   form   td   table   table   table   spacer a  img   block   table   center   br   small   br   table   table   table   td The LSI algorithm is motivated by the following observations. First, when the highest fanout algorithm fails, it usually fails on navigation menus in web pages, which typically contain only links and descriptive link names. In contrast, the minimal subtree containing the data objects returned from a search is much larger in terms of the number of bytes. Second, the minimal subtree that contains the set of data objects of interest may not have the highest fanout or the largest tag count, but in most cases it will have a much larger size than any subtree of which it is not a descendant. Our experience shows that LSI has the highest success rate compared to HF and LTC. However, there are cases where HF or LTC succeeds but LSI fails. Typically, when the data objects in a page are small in size and there are relatively too few search results in the page, the size difference between the object-rich minimal subtree and its largest child could be smaller than the size difference of a nonminimal subtree node and its largest child.
The combined algorithm and its performance
We have discussed three individual subtree identification algorithms. They all produce a ranked list of subtrees and then choose the highest ranked subtree as the 'correct' minimal subtree. All three algorithms work independently toward the same goal -finding the minimal object-rich subtree that contains all of the data objects. However, each of the three algorithms uses a completely different criterion for subtree identification (that is, fanout, tag count or content size). Consequently, they do not always agree on their highest ranked choice and each of the algorithms is successful for only a subset of the web pages. One way to improve the accuracy of object-rich minimal subtree identification algorithms is to develop a combined algorithm that finds the best way to combine the three independent algorithms. The goal is to make the combined algorithm successful for a much larger set of web pages. A well-known approach for combining evidences from two or more independent observations is to use the basic laws of probability (Higgins and Keller-McNulty, 1995) : Let P(A) be the probability associated with the result of applying algorithm A over a web page, and P(B) be the probability associated with the result of applying algorithm B over the same web page. The formula P(A ∪ B) = P(A) + P(B) -P(A ∩ B) will produce the compound probability P(A ∪ B) for locating the correct minimal subtree in this web page. For example, if the probability factors that a subtree is the minimal subtree in a web page are 78%, 63% and 85%, then the compound probability for that subtree is 89% (78% + 63% + 85% -78% × 63% -78% × 85% -63% × 85% + 78% × 63% × 85% = 89%). We refer to this compound probability as the theoretical maximum success rate. algorithms. To determine which of the combinations produces the best overall result for most of the web pages, we need to measure how well a combination algorithm performs. Concretely, we need to know the probability distribution of each of the three algorithms. This can be obtained by measuring the performance of each algorithm over a set of test web pages. In addition, we need to know both the theoretical maximum success rate and the observed success rate. Then we determine the success rate for each of the four combinations.
Performance measures of individual algorithms
To understand the performance of the three individual algorithms on different types of web pages, we conducted a series of experiments on over 1000 web pages from 25 different websites. An empirical probability distribution for the success rate of each individual algorithm is listed in Table 6 . Whenever an algorithm is applied to a web page, it produces a ranking of subtrees in the web page. For each rank there is an associated probability (success rate). This probability is empirically determined by applying the individual algorithm over the set of test web pages and calculating the percentage of times the correct subtree appears at each rank for each algorithm. 
Performance measure of the combined algorithms
For each of the four possible combinations, a combined algorithm for subtree identification is implemented. To determine which combination is the best in general, we provide both the theoretical maximum success rate and the observed success rate. The former is obtained by using the probability formula, which computes the compound probability for each subtree in every web page from our test set, based on the observed probability at each rank of each algorithm (given in Table 6 ). The latter results from measuring the success rate of our implementation of the four combined algorithms. Concretely, each of the combination algorithms uses probabilities from the individual algorithms to rank each subtree in the web page. The probability that a particular subtree is the minimal subtree is computed by combining the probability assigned to the subtree from each individual algorithm using the probability formula. For a particular website, we determine the percentage of times a combination algorithm correctly chooses the minimal subtree from all test pages of that site. Finally, the observed success rate is calculated by averaging the normalised percentage numbers from each website in our test list. Table 7 shows the success rates of all combination algorithms over the test data. To conveniently represent a combination, each algorithm is abbreviated by a one letter acronym: HF by H, LTC by T, and LSI by S. Thus, HTS stands for the combination of the HF, LTC and LSI algorithms. While some of the combinations performed equally well on the 25 test websites, the combination of all three algorithms is the best choice. This is because each of the algorithms may fail in different circumstances, and using a combination of two algorithms is usually insufficient when the algorithms disagree with one another. 
Algorithms for object separator discovery
After the object-rich subtree identification process, the problem of discovering the object separator tag in a web page is reduced to the problem of finding the right object separator tag in the chosen minimal subtree. We address this problem in two steps. First, we need to decide which tags in the chosen minimal subtree should be considered as candidate object separator tags. There are several ways of choosing the object separator tags. One may consider every node in the chosen subtree as a candidate tag or just the child nodes of the chosen subtree as the candidate tags. Based on the semantics of the minimal object-rich subtree, it is sufficient to consider only the child nodes in the chosen subtree as the candidate separator tags. Second, we need a method to identify the right object separator tag from the set of candidate tags, which will effectively separate all the objects. In this section, we describe five object separator discovery algorithms, each of which independently ranks the candidate tags. Similarly to the subtree identification algorithms, these five object separator discovery algorithms may not agree with each other for all types of web pages. Thus, we also discuss the method to best combine the rankings of these five algorithms such that the combined algorithm will have higher accuracy and succeed in a larger set of web pages.
The Sibling Tag (SB) algorithm
The SB algorithm counts pairs of tags that are immediate siblings in the minimal subtree, and ranks all pairs of tags in descending order by the number of occurrences of the pair. For those pairs of tags that have equal occurrence, the ranking follows the order of their physical appearances in the web page. Table 8 ranks sibling pairs from the Library of Congress tag tree in Figure 1 and Canoe.com tag tree in Figure 3 . The first tag of the highest ranked pair is chosen as the object separator. In Figure 1 , the (hr, pre) tag pair appears before the (pre, a), and thus it ranks higher. The sibling tag algorithm is motivated by the observation that the objects identified by highest count sibling pairs are more likely to be of the same object type than the highest count single tags. 
The Partial Path (PP) algorithm
The PP algorithm is motivated by the observation that the multiple instances of the same object type often have the same tag structure. It lists all paths from a candidate node to any other node that is reachable from this candidate node in the chosen subtree, and counts the number of occurrences of each identical path. The list of candidate tags is ranked in descending order, first by the count of all the identified paths and then by the length of the paths. If two paths have an equal count, the longer path will rank higher than the shorter one because it indicates more structure. If there are no paths with a length more than one, such as in Figure 1 , this algorithm reduces to choosing the tag with the highest count. Table 9 lists all of the partial paths for the example web page in Figure 3 . The PP rankings for this sample web page and the Library of Congress page in Figure 1 are given in Table 10 . Table 9 Partial paths and their count from the minimal subtree in Figure 3 Path Count Path Count Table 10 Tag ranking from partial path rankings for Figure 3 and Figure 1 Canoe. 
The Standard Deviation (SD) algorithm
The SD algorithm measures the standard deviation in the distance (in terms of the number of characters) between two consecutive occurrences of a candidate tag, and then ranks the list of candidate tags in ascending order by their standard deviation. It is motivated by the observation that the multiple instances of the same object type in a web page are typically about the same size. Consider the tag tree for the Library of Congress web page shown in Figure 1 . From the subtree identification step, the subtree anchored at the node html/body is the chosen minimal subtree. Among the set of child node tags, some tags have much higher counts than the others do. For example, the tag hr appears 21 times, the tag a appears 21 times and the tag pre occurs 20 times. We refer to these tags as the highest count tags. The standard deviation in distance is calculated between two consecutive occurrences of hr tag, between two consecutive occurrences of pre tag, between two consecutive occurrences of a tag, and so on. Table 11 shows the top three candidate tags by applying the SD algorithm to the Library of Congress example. It ranks the candidate tags in ascending order by the standard deviation in distance, with the smallest standard deviation first. When an object separator tag is also used for another purpose in the chosen minimal subtree, the effectiveness of the SD algorithm may be reduced. 
The Repeating Pattern (RP) algorithm
The RP algorithm chooses the object separators by counting the number of occurrences of all pairs of candidate tags that have no text in between. It computes the absolute value of the difference between the count for a pair of tags and the count for each of the two paired tags alone, and then ranks the candidate tags in ascending order by this absolute value. The intuition behind this algorithm is that a single tag may be used to mean many things, but a pattern of two or more tags is more likely to mean just one thing. When there are no such pairs of tags in the chosen subtree, the RP algorithm produces an empty list. It means that the RP algorithm has no answer to which of the candidate tags is the object separator tag. Consider the subtree html/body/form [2] in Figure 3 . Table 12 shows a ranked list of all tag pairs in ascending order by the difference between the pair count and the tag count. Table 12 Repeating tag ranking for minimal subtree from Figure 3 Tag pair Pair count Difference 
The Identifiable Path algorithm (IPS)
The IPS algorithm ranks the candidate tags of the chosen subtree according to the list of system-supplied IPS tags. The IPS tags are those tags that are identified by the system as the most commonly used object separator tags for different types of subtrees in web pages. The idea behind this algorithm is the following: First we observe that web pages, generated either by hand or by authoring tools or by server programmes, often consist of multiple presentation layouts within a single page, each defined by some specific type of HTML tags. For example, a web page may contain a table marked by the table tag table, a list marked by the list tag ul or ol, and a paragraph marked by the tag p. Second, each such presentation layout tends to use a regular structure. For example, a table tends to use the row tag tr and the column tag td to define rows and columns of the table; and a list tends to use the list item tag li to define the list structure. Therefore, for each presentation layout (i.e., a subtree type), there are a few tags that are used consistently for separating objects within the subtree. Based on these observations and the web pages we have tested, we create a list of object separator tags for each type of subtree, as shown in Table 13 . The full list of object separators is composed of all the identified tags for each type of subtree listed in Table 13 , with duplicates removed. The next step is to determine the rankings of these commonly used object separator tags. Table 14 lists the distribution of all object separator tags we observed in our tests of websites. Based on these experimental results, we produced a ranking of the full list of IPS tags. We refer to such an ordered list as IPSList: {tr, dl, table, p, li, dt, font, ul, hr, div, br, b, pre, dd, blockquote, a, span, td, br, h4, h3, h2, h1, strong, em, i} . For tags of the same rank, the order is arbitrary. 
The combined algorithm for object separator discovery
We have discussed the five individual algorithms for object separator discovery. Similarly to minimal subtree identification algorithms, they may disagree with each other on the highest ranked object separator tags. The basic law of probability discussed in Section 4.4 is used to combine them such that a higher success rate can be obtained. We refer to the success rate computed using the probability formula in To see how well each combination does and then determine which of the combinations produces the best overall result, we need to have the success rate (probability) distribution for the five algorithms and to know both the theoretical maximum success rate and the observed success rate of each combination. Table 15 lists the success probability distribution for the five object separator discovery algorithms. The probability distribution for object separator discovery algorithms was obtained by running each of the five algorithms over 1000 web pages from 25 websites. Table 16 lists the theoretical maximum and observed success rate of all combinations. To conveniently represent a combination, each algorithm is abbreviated by a one-letter acronym: PP by P, SB by B, SD by S, RP by R, and IPS by I. Thus, RSIPB stands for the combination of the RP, SD, IPS, PP and SB algorithms. The theoretical maximum for each combination was calculated by combining the success rates of the individual algorithms involved (i.e., the numbers in Table 15 ) using the probability formula. The observed success rate for a combination was determined by applying the combination algorithm to the entire test web pages. Similarly to individual algorithms for object separator discovery, each of the combination algorithms also produces a ranked list of tags, with the tag of highest success rate ranked the first. The probability for a given combination at a given rank is the average of the percentages of success from all 25 websites. The percentage of success for a given website was determined by the percentage of times the combination algorithm correctly chose a minimal subtree from all test pages of the site. Based on the numbers in Table 16 and the fact that each of the five algorithms may fail on some web pages, the combination of all five algorithms is naturally the best choice. 
Experimental setup
To run our experiments, we downloaded and cached web pages from 75 different websites. To automatically retrieve the pages, we first generated a random list of 100 words from the standard Unix dictionary. Then we fed each word into a search form at each of the 75 websites. After retrieving the pages, we discarded those pages which returned no results. All experiments were carried out on the local version of the pages so as not to overload websites and to be able to obtain consistent results over time.
For each website, sample pages were manually examined to determine the path of the minimal subtree as well as all possible object separator tags. The results of the algorithms were compared with the actual minimal subtree and separator tags; the rank that the algorithms chose for a particular subtree or separator tag is recorded for each web page.
The success rate of an algorithm is calculated in two steps. First, for each website we calculate the percentage of the downloaded pages in which the highest ranked subtree for the minimal subtree identification algorithms is the correct minimal subtree. We also calculate the percentage of pages in which each object separator algorithm chooses the correct separator tag. These percentages are then averaged over the collection of websites to determine the success rate for individual algorithms and their combination.
Validation tests
We have discussed the combined algorithm for minimal subtree identification in Section 4.4 and the combined algorithm for object separator tag discovery in Section 5.6. To validate the effectiveness of our methodology, we ran the algorithms over another 2200 web pages from 50 different websites. For each of the 2200 pages, we applied the three algorithms and the combination of the three HTS. Table 17 lists the experimental results of the minimal subtree identification algorithms. The validation experiment indicates that, while the individual algorithms are not extremely stable, it is beneficial to combine them. We also performed validation tests on the object separator discovery algorithms. Table 18 shows the probabilities for the object separator algorithms over the validation websites. Our validation tests show that the combined algorithm for object separator tag discovery is at least as good, if not superior, for all websites. 
Performance
We have measured the execution time of both minimal subtree identification and object separator discovery algorithms over 75 popular websites. The measurements were taken on a Sun Enterprise 450 server, with four 400-MHz UltraSPARC-II processors and 1 GB of RAM running Solaris 7. The software was implemented in Java and run on the Java HotSpot Client virtual machine (build 1.3.0, mixed mode). The execution times are reported in milliseconds. We obtain the measurement for each algorithm in three steps. First, the algorithms were run ten times over each page and the execution time per page was calculated by averaging the numbers obtained in the ten runs. In each of the ten runs, the order of evaluation of websites and web pages was randomised to reduce the impact of start-up costs (for example, the JIT compilation of methods in the JVM). Then the execution times from all of the pages from each website were averaged to produce an average time per website. Finally, the execution time for each algorithm was determined by an average of its execution times per website. Table 19 shows the numbers obtained by running the experiments over the 75 websites. To understand the performance of extraction algorithms, we measure their execution time from two different perspectives. One perspective assumes that the subtree identification and the separator tag discovery are performed every time data objects are extracted from a page. Thus, we measure the execution time of the extraction algorithms by considering the time spent for identifying the minimal subtree and the object separator tag plus the time spent for locating the chosen subtree and extracting the actual objects using the chosen separator tag. We call this approach the extraction-by-page method. The other perspective assumes that the minimal subtree and the correct object separator tag, once identified for a given website, are remembered for subsequent use. The execution time in this case considers only the time to locate the chosen subtree in a page, using the minimal subtree path chosen previously for the same website, plus the time spent to actually extract the objects using the separator tag recorded previously. We refer to this method as the extraction-by-site method. Table 19 shows that the execution time of the extraction-by-site method is approximately half of the time used for the extraction-by-page method, an order of magnitude faster. Another interesting observation obtained from the experiments is the fact that, for the minimal subtree identification algorithms, the correlation between total time and the number of subtree nodes is much stronger than the correlation of time and page size.
Prototype development and experiences
We have described a methodical approach to extracting meaningful objects from dynamic web pages. We have implemented the described approach in a prototype system, called XWRAPElite, a fully automated system for extracting objects of interests from dynamically generated Web pages. XWRAPElite 1 (Liu et al., 2000; Han, 2003) is an automated wrapper code generation system for deep web sources. XWRAPElite consists of three main subsystems: 1 object extraction subsystem 2 element extraction subsystem 3 code generation and packaging subsystem.
The XWRAPElite object extraction subsystem has a number of important functional components such as locating the query-answer region that is object-rich, separating the objects of interest according to the object boundary separators discovered, and constructing the resulting textual objects by extracted them from the corresponding web pages. A unique feature of XWRAPElite is its effectiveness in identifying and extracting objects of interest in deep web pages. The XWRAPElite element extraction subsystem is built based on a set of machine learning techniques. It employs a number of heuristics learned from past experience to reason about the correct element separators within representative objects in a page. The XWRAPElite code generator can generate Java source code and executable on the Web. Each generated wrapper consists of object extraction component (based on the approach described in this paper), element extraction component, and search interface generation component, and it takes a list of objects extracted by the XWRAPElite object extraction subsystem, and transforms them into XML objects. We have generated over 500 Java wrappers and used them in the Dynabot (Rocco et al., 2005 ) -a web service discovery system to discover and select web sources of interests.
We have released the source code of XWRAPElite, including the source codes of all three subsystems.
2 Although a couple of companies (such as Excite/Jango, or Whizbang) have developed their own data extraction and wrapper system, they keep their technology and code proprietary. On the other hand, most of the existing research projects focus on publishing their techniques in various venues, few have made their source code available as open source to further promote and enhance the research and development in semantic web mining and semantic web source integration. One of the main goals of our research on automated object extraction is to promote further research in the field of semantic web mining, reasoning, and integration, and in particular, automating web wrapper code generation.
Comparison with related work
The object extraction methodology described in this paper was motivated by several research results reported in literature (Liu et al., 2000; Etzioni and Weld, 1994; Embley et al., 1999; Cohen, 1999) .
The WHIRL system (Cohen, 1999) uses tag patterns and textual similarity to items in a deductive database to extract simple lists or hot lists (lists of hyperlinks). They present three main approaches for identifying interesting structures in a web page: fruitful, which corresponds to highest fanout; anchorlike, which extracts hot lists based on the similarity of the anchor text to the rest of the object; and R-like, meaning that the text in the object is similar to the type of text that a user is interested in extracting. They analysed the success rate of their technique as the percentage of times the number one-ranked structure from their extraction corresponded to a structure extracted by a handwritten wrapper from the same page. In batch use, where there is no user interaction to choose the correct page, they achieved between 19% and 70% success rate (for fruitful and anchorlike extractions, respectively). Since the websites were not reported in this work, a direct comparison of the success rate is unavoidably invidious. Note that they report only the success rate of locating a structured region used in a wrapper, not of constructing objects. The data extraction system developed at BYU (Embley et al., 1999) requires a manually developed schema/ontology that describes the domain of data that they are extracting. Their system can only work with the web pages whose data object region is the highest fanout subtree -the so-called 'data-rich' pages. For the sake of performance comparison, we have implemented the object separator heuristics proposed in Embley et al. (1999) except for the ontology based algorithm. We conducted a set of experiments over more than 3200 web pages from 75 websites. Table 20 shows a comparison between our approach and the BYU approach. For the cases where the BYU approach performs well, our algorithms perform equally well or better. For those cases where the BYU approach performs poorly, our algorithms still perform well, with an average of 95% success rate. Again, this comparison is not strictly fair to the work done at BYU since it does not include the ontology heuristic, however, our goal is to build an extraction system that does not reply on having programmer or user to manually input domain-specific ontology or semantic knowledge. Another related project is the Thor (Caverlee et al., 2004) system for extracting QA-Pagelets, developed at Georgia Tech. A QA-Pagelet refers to the content region in a dynamic page that contains query matches. The QA-Pagelet extraction algorithms in Thor is scalable and efficient in terms of discovering and extracting QA-Pagelets from the Deep Web using a unique two-phase extraction framework. In the first phase, pages from a deep web site are grouped into distinct clusters of structurally-similar pages. In the second phase, pages from each page cluster are examined through a subtree filtering algorithm that exploits the structural and content similarity at subtree level to identify the QA-Pagelets. In contrast to the XWRAPElite subtree extraction module described in this paper, the Thor extraction framework considers inter-page similarities and differences to guide the extraction process, rather than analysing each page independently of all others. The XWRAPElite subtree identification and Thor QA-Pagelet modules are pluggable components that both generate candidates for consideration by the XWRAPElite object extraction module.
Conclusion
We have presented a methodical approach to fully automating the object extraction for dynamic web pages. Our methodology has two important features. First, it provides a set of algorithms that can automatically identify the smallest subtree that contains the primary content regions of web pages. Second, it employs a set of object separator discovery algorithms that can correctly identify the object boundaries in a page. Our methodology was implemented in the XWRAPElite object extraction system. We tested and evaluated XWRAPElite in a series of experiments (Section 6) using more than 3200 web pages from 75 websites (primarily electronic commerce sites). The experimental evaluation consists of three parts. First, the result of minimal subtree identification algorithms is examined to determine the number of web pages where the minimal subtree was successfully chosen. XWRAPElite averaged a 98% success rate for this stage. Second, the result of the object separator discovery algorithms was measured to determine their success rate. This process yielded a 96% success rate for XWRAPElite. Third, the overall system achieves 100% precision (returns only correct object separators) and 96% recall (with very few significant objects left out). We also replicated BYU's system (Embley et al., 1999) without the ontology heuristic (the human-dependent component). XWRAPElite compares favourably to the BYU information extraction system and to the WHIRL structure identification system. Fully automated object extraction is an important and necessary component in the construction of scalable and robust next-generation information search and aggregation services on the web. Our research on XWRAPElite continues along several dimensions. First, we are working on an automated Web service discovery and selection system, which is built on top of the XWRAPElite object extraction module and code generation module. Second, we are interested in developing a deep search engine that can index and search dynamic content of the deep Web. Third but not the least, we are interested in enhancing quality of the XWRAPElite subtree identification algorithms by incorporating Thor's two phase extraction framework and implementing the combined result into the next release of XWRAPElite.
